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How to obtain a theory of power corrections for observables not 
admitting a (Euclidean) operator product expansion? 

▸ highly relevant for phenomenology, e.g. LHC physics and heavy flavor 
physics, which rely on factorization theorems involving hadronic matrix 
elements of light-ray operators  

▸ collider physics: PDFs, generalized PDFs, … 

▸ heavy flavor physics: B-meson shape function, LCDAs, … 

▸ 1990s: “CERN Renormalon Club”
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QCD factorization approach for non-leptonic B decays (1999-2001) 
M. Beneke, G. Buchalla, C.T. Sachrajda, MN (1999, 2000, 2001)B
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Figure 1: Graphical representation of the factorization formula. Only one of the two
form-factor terms in (??) is shown for simplicity.

an operator Oi in the weak effective Hamiltonian is given by

〈M1M2|Oi|B̄〉 =
∑

j

F B→M1
j (m2

2)
∫ 1

0
du T I

ij(u) ΦM2(u) + (M1 ↔ M2)

+
∫ 1

0
dξdudv T II

i (ξ, u, v) ΦB(ξ) ΦM1(v) ΦM2(u)

if M1 and M2 are both light, (4)

〈M1M2|Oi|B̄〉 =
∑

j

F B→M1
j (m2

2)
∫ 1

0
du T I

ij(u) ΦM2(u)

if M1 is heavy and M2 is light.

Here F
B→M1,2

j (m2
2,1) denotes a B → M1,2 form factor, and ΦX(u) is the light-cone

distribution amplitude for the quark-antiquark Fock state of meson X. These non-
perturbative quantities will be defined precisely in the next subsection. T I

ij(u) and
T II

i (ξ, u, v) are hard-scattering functions, which are perturbatively calculable. The
hard-scattering kernels and light-cone distribution amplitudes depend on a factor-
ization scale and scheme, which is suppressed in the notation of (??). Finally, m1,2

denote the light meson masses. Eq. (??) is represented graphically in Fig. ??. (The
second line of the first equation in (??) is somewhat simplified and may require in-
cluding an integration over transverse momentum in the B meson starting from order
α2

s , see the remarks after (??).)
As it stands, the first equation in (??) applies to decays into two light mesons, for

which the spectator quark in the B meson (in the following simply referred to as the
“spectator quark”) can go to either of the final-state mesons. An example is the decay
B− → π0K−. If the spectator quark can go only to one of the final-state mesons, as
for example in B̄d → π+K−, we call this meson M1 and the second form-factor term
on the right-hand side of (??) is absent.

The factorization formula simplifies when the spectator quark goes to a heavy
meson (second equation in (??)), such as in B̄d → D+π−. In this case the third term
on the right-hand side of (??), which accounts for hard interactions with the spectator
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on the right-hand side of (??), which accounts for hard interactions with the spectator
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SCET — Soft-Collinear Effective Theory (2000-2002) 

▸ rigorous EFT framework for describing                                                             
the interactions of energetic light particles 

▸ solid basis for deriving soft-collinear factorization theorems 

▸ theory of power corrections to factorization theorems?

C.W. Bauer, S. Fleming, D. Pirjol, I.W. Stewart (2000) 
C.W. Bauer, D. Pirjol, I.W. Stewart (2001) 
M. Beneke, A.P. Chapovsky, M. Diehl, T. Feldmann (2002)
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QCD factorization approach 

▸ does not allow for a consistent calculation of power-suppressed 
contributions to the decay amplitudes 

▸ factorization at  is spoiled by endpoint-divergent 
convolution integrals, e.g.:

𝒪(ΛQCD/mb)

<latexit sha1_base64="lzZBGddb9TpMZF0IgaI+JYxaUqA=">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</latexit>Z 1

0

dx

x2
�⇡(x) ⇠

Z 1

0

dx

x
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SCET factorization at next-to-leading power (NLP) 

▸ subject of intense recent research  

▸ endpoint divergences are a generic feature 

▸ not clear how to deal with them; simplest case:  

▸ how to interpret addition  poles from convolution integral? 

▸ how to renormalize such integrals?

1/ϵ

I. Moult, G. Vita, K. Yan (2019) 
I. Moult, I.W. Stewart, G. Vita [+ H.X. Zhu] (2019) 
M. Beneke, A. Broggio, S. Jaskiewicz, L. Vernazza (2019) 
Z.L. Liu, MN (2019)

<latexit sha1_base64="c09smkHlnVxGSXuB96zoztGqPqU=">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</latexit>Z 1

0

dx

x1+✏
H(x) hO(x)i

hard function 
(Wilson coefficient)

soft function 
(matrix element)
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Consistent solution based on D-dimensional refactorization conditions 
and plus-type subtractions of endpoint divergences 

▸ formalism developed for the example of                                 , but 
technique is completely general  

▸ factorization theorems contains (at least) two different terms with 
endpoint singularities, e.g.: 

▸ using SCET techniques, one can prove that in the singular regions the 
two integrands, defined in dimensional regularization, are identical (to 
all orders in ) up to power-suppressed termsαs

Z.L. Liu, MN (2019) 
Z.L. Liu, B. Mecaj, MN, X. Wang (2020) 

<latexit sha1_base64="NEN4aCgw0Zw3Z+L7tWj5nMpT5zg=">AAACCHicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqksXBotQXZTpQ1vBRcFNlxVsLXRquZOmbWgyMyQZoQxduvFX3LhQxK2f4M6/MW1HUNEDCSfn3MvNPW7AmdK2/WElFhaXlleSq6m19Y3NrfT2TlP5oSS0QXzuy5YLinLm0YZmmtNWICkIl9Nrd3Qx9a9vqVTM9670OKAdAQOP9RkBbaRuer/maD/rOi5I7B7dHJuXMwAhYH6nuumMnSudVexiGc/JSSEmpSLO5+wZMihGvZt+d3o+CQX1NOGgVDtvB7oTgdSMcDpJOaGiAZARDGjbUA8EVZ1otsgEHxqlh/u+NMfTeKZ+74hAKDUWrqkUoIfqtzcV//Laoe5XOhHzglBTj8wH9UOOtY+nqeAek5RoPjYEiGTmr5gMQQLRJrtpCF+b4v9Js5DLn+aKl6VM9TyOI4n20AHKojwqoyqqoTpqIILu0AN6Qs/WvfVovViv89KEFffsoh+w3j4Bl02ZFg==</latexit>

H ! (bb̄)⇤ ! ��

<latexit sha1_base64="6VVcUdGIFMc0VIvdBdPRfZWE/oI=">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</latexit>Z 1

0

dx

x1+✏
H1(x) hO1(x)i+

Z 1

0

dx

x1+✏
H2(x) hO2(x)i
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Consistent solution based on D-dimensional refactorization conditions 
and plus-type subtractions of endpoint divergences 

▸ endpoint divergences can then be removed by a rearrangement of 
the integrands (in the bare theory): 

▸ difference is a scaleless integral, which vanishes is dim reg 

▸ one can prove that this rearrangement can be maintained after 
renormalization

Z.L. Liu, MN (2019)

<latexit sha1_base64="PAcWme12rwmsXgLqp8tgK/p23cI=">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</latexit>

+

Z 1

0

dx

x1+✏

⇣
H2(x) hO2(x)i � [[H2(x)]] [[hO2(x)i]]

⌘

<latexit sha1_base64="tDJ70fiOsP8uGv3fevs1B93htI0=">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</latexit>Z 1

0

dx

x1+✏

⇣
H1(x) hO1(x)i � [[H1(x)]] [[hO1(x)i]]

⌘

Z.L. Liu, B. Mecaj, MN, X. Wang (2020)

integrand expanded in singular region
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Consistent solution based on D-dimensional refactorization conditions 
and plus-type subtractions of endpoint divergences 

▸ recently, the same method has been applied to flavor non-singlet, off-
diagonal contributions to thrust in the 2-jet region 

▸ goal of this project:

Z.L. Liu, MN (2019) 
Z.L. Liu, B. Mecaj, MN, X. Wang (2020) 

M. Beneke, M. Garny, Jaskiewicz, J. Strohm, R. Szafron (2022) 

first application in context of B physics!
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Consistent solution based on D-dimensional refactorization conditions 
and plus-type subtractions of endpoint divergences 

▸ recently, the same method has been applied to flavor non-singlet, off-
diagonal contributions to thrust in the 2-jet region 

▸ goal of this project:

Z.L. Liu, MN (2019) 
Z.L. Liu, B. Mecaj, MN, X. Wang (2020) 

M. Beneke, M. Garny, Jaskiewicz, J. Strohm, R. Szafron (2022) 

Good news:

first application in context of B physics!
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Consistent solution based on D-dimensional refactorization conditions 
and plus-type subtractions of endpoint divergences 

▸ recently, the same method has been applied to flavor non-singlet, off-
diagonal contributions to thrust in the 2-jet region 

▸ goal of this project:

Z.L. Liu, MN (2019) 
Z.L. Liu, B. Mecaj, MN, X. Wang (2020) 

M. Beneke, M. Garny, Jaskiewicz, J. Strohm, R. Szafron (2022) 

Good news:

▸ power corrections to QCD factorization can be factorized in a 
systematic way, with regularized endpoint behavior …

first application in context of B physics!
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Consistent solution based on D-dimensional refactorization conditions 
and plus-type subtractions of endpoint divergences 

▸ recently, the same method has been applied to flavor non-singlet, off-
diagonal contributions to thrust in the 2-jet region 

▸ goal of this project:

Z.L. Liu, MN (2019) 
Z.L. Liu, B. Mecaj, MN, X. Wang (2020) 

M. Beneke, M. Garny, Jaskiewicz, J. Strohm, R. Szafron (2022) 

Good news:

▸ power corrections to QCD factorization can be factorized in a 
systematic way, with regularized endpoint behavior …

▸ … but at the expense of a proliferation of nonperturbative functions

first application in context of B physics!
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Consider the decay  as a study case 

▸ pure weak annihilation mode: , so the valence quarks 
of the B meson must be annihilated at the weak vertex 

▸ amplitude starts at  relative to leading-order amplitudes 

▸ QCD factorization yields a divergent result ( ):

B̄0 → K+K−

(bd̄) → (us̄) + (sū)

𝒪(ΛQCD/mb)

x̄ ≡ 1 − x
<latexit sha1_base64="HNSiYtxtb7StmaaudurxIEgKBLk=">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</latexit>

A(B̄0 ! K+K�) / 4⇡↵s fBf
2
K

Z 1

0
dx

Z 1

0
dy�K+(x)�K�(y)


1

y(1� xȳ)
+

1

x̄2y

�

diverges for x → 1

Weak Annihilation

Topology where the constituents of the B are annihilated in weak vertex:

leading contribution for the decay B̄0
d
! K+K� (B̄s ! ⇡⇡, . . . )

Why power-suppressed?
! purely hard interactions, no ��1

B
enhancement from hard-collinear spectator quark

! B-meson described by decay constant fB

standard hard-scattering approach gives endpoint-singularities: (�(x) ' 6xx̄)

A ⇠ fBfK+ f
K�

Z 1

0
dxdy �K+(x)�K� (y)


1

x̄2y
+

1
y(1 � xȳ)

�

P. Böer weak annihilation 3 / 12
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Consider the decay  as a study case 

▸ analysis of this decay involves a 3-step matching procedure: 

▸ rather than presenting a detailed technical discussion, I will illustrate 
the resulting structures using tree-level Feynman graphs 

▸ resulting factorization theorem:

B̄0 → K+K−

SM SCET-1 SCET-2

μ ∼ mb

Heff

μ ∼ mW μ ∼ (mbΛQCD)1/2

<latexit sha1_base64="ybDxoWGLClf5HwAKEx0AtSlDMw0=">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</latexit>

A(B̄0 ! K
+
K

�) =
X

i

Hi(mb, µ)⌦ Ji(mb⇤QCD, µ)⌦ Si(⇤QCD, µ)

hard functions soft functions 
(nonperturbative)

jet functions
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Step 1:  effective weak Hamiltonian 

▸ local operators: 

1 Introduction

[... general intro ...]

In the Standard Model, and below the scale of electroweak symmetry breaking, the e↵ective
weak Hamiltonian mediating flavor-changing neutral current transitions of the type b ! dq̄q

has the form [1]

He↵ =
GFp
2

X

q=u,c

VqbV
⇤
qd


C1 Q

q
1 + C2 Q

q
2 +

6X

i=3

Ci Qi + C8g Q8g

�
+ h.c. , (1)

where Q
q
1,2 are the left-handed current–current operators arising from W -boson exchange,

Q3,...,6 are the QCD penguin operators, Q8g is the chromomagnetic dipole operator, and for
simplicity we neglect the electroweak penguin and electromagnetic dipole operators. Explicitly,
the basis operators are given by

Q
q
1 =

�
d̄q

�
V�A

(q̄ b)V�A , Q
q
2 =

�
d̄
i
q
j
�
V�A

�
q̄
j
b
i
�
V�A

,

Q3 =
�
d̄b
�
V�A

X

q

(q̄ q)V�A , Q4 =
�
d̄
i
b
j
�
V�A

X

q

�
q̄
j
q
i
�
V�A

,

Q5 =
�
d̄b
�
V�A

X

q

(q̄ q)V+A , Q6 =
�
d̄
i
b
j
�
V�A

X

q

�
q̄
j
q
i
�
V+A

,

Q8g = � gs

8⇡2
mb d̄�µ⌫ (1 + �5)t

a
bG

µ⌫ a
,

(2)

with (q̄1q2)V±A = q̄1�
µ(1 ± �5)q2. Here i and j are color indices, ta are the generators of

SU(Nc), eq denote the electric charges of the quarks in units of e, and a summation over
q = u, d, s, c, b is implied. The e↵ective weak Hamiltonian for b ! sq̄q transitions is obtained
by replacing d ! s in the above expressions. Our sign conventions are such that the covariant
derivative acting on a down-type quark is iDµ = i@µ + gs t

a
A

a
µ. The Wilson coe�cients are

calculated at a high scale µ ⇠ MW and evolved down to a characteristic scale µ ⇠ mb by solving
their renormalization-group equations. The essential problem obstructing the calculation of
nonleptonic decay amplitudes resides in the evaluation of the hadronic matrix elements of the
local operators contained in the e↵ective Hamiltonian.

The QCD factorization approach developed in [2–6] provides a systematic theoretical
framework for calculating these matrix elements in the heavy-quark limit, i.e., at leading
order in an expansion in powers of ⇤QCD/mb. The nonperturbative hadronic dynamics is
described by means of meson decay constants, B̄ ! M transition form factors (with M denot-
ing a final-state meson), and leading-twist light-cone distribution amplitudes (LCDA) of the
light meson and the B meson. The matrix elements are described in terms of convolutions of
perturbatively calculable hard-scattering kernels with the LCDAs. At next-to-leading power
(NLP) in the expansion, however, this simple form of factorization breaks down, as signaled
by the appearance of endpoint divergent convolution integrals. Even over 20 years after the
QCD factorization approach has been developed, it is still an open question whether a more
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Step 2:  matching onto SCET-1 

▸ relevant operators: 4-quark operators, 4-quark operators with an extra 
gluon, 6-quark operators 

▸ matching coefficients define the hard functions 

SM SCET-1 SCET-2
μ ∼ mb

Heff

μ ∼ mW μ ∼ (mbΛQCD)1/2
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Step 2:  matching onto SCET-2 

▸ relevant operators: 

▸ 6-quark operators 

▸ 6-quark operators plus final-state gluon 

▸ 8-quark operators 

▸ 8-quark operators plus initial-state gluon 

▸ 8-quark operators plus final-state gluon 

▸ matching coefficients define the jet functions 

SM SCET-1 SCET-2
μ ∼ mb

Heff

μ ∼ mW μ ∼ (mbΛQCD)1/2

Weak Annihilation

Topology where the constituents of the B are annihilated in weak vertex:

leading contribution for the decay B̄0
d
! K+K� (B̄s ! ⇡⇡, . . . )

Why power-suppressed?
! purely hard interactions, no ��1

B
enhancement from hard-collinear spectator quark

! B-meson described by decay constant fB

standard hard-scattering approach gives endpoint-singularities: (�(x) ' 6xx̄)

A ⇠ fBfK+ f
K�

Z 1

0
dxdy �K+(x)�K� (y)


1

x̄2y
+

1
y(1 � xȳ)

�

P. Böer weak annihilation 3 / 12

c̄

c̄

c

c

s
s

h
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Step 2:  matching onto SCET-2 

▸ another relevant operator: 

▸ endpoint configuration, where one of the 
kaons contains a soft quark 

▸ needed to cancel the endpoint divergences 
of other operators in the sum over all 
contributions! 

SM SCET-1 SCET-2
μ ∼ mb

Heff

μ ∼ mW μ ∼ (mbΛQCD)1/2
Weak Annihilation

Topology where the constituents of the B are annihilated in weak vertex:

leading contribution for the decay B̄0
d
! K+K� (B̄s ! ⇡⇡, . . . )

Why power-suppressed?
! purely hard interactions, no ��1

B
enhancement from hard-collinear spectator quark

! B-meson described by decay constant fB

standard hard-scattering approach gives endpoint-singularities: (�(x) ' 6xx̄)

A ⇠ fBfK+ f
K�

Z 1

0
dxdy �K+(x)�K� (y)


1

x̄2y
+

1
y(1 � xȳ)

�

P. Böer weak annihilation 3 / 12

c̄

c̄

s
c

endpoint configuration
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Step 2:  matching onto SCET-2 

▸ relevant hadronic quantities: 

▸ 2- and 3-particle LCDAs (twist-2 and twist-3) of the kaons 

▸ leading 2-particle LCDA of the B meson 

▸ 4- and 5-particle DAs of the B meson, with field localized on two 
different light cones 

▸ soft  form factor for the endpoint contribution 

▸ multi-particle B-meson amplitudes and soft form factor are new objects!

B → K

SM SCET-1 SCET-2
μ ∼ mb

Heff

μ ∼ mW μ ∼ (mbΛQCD)1/2

A.G. Grozin, MN (1996)
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▸ first systematic extension of QCD factorization in nonleptonic          
B-meson decays to  

▸ endpoint divergences can be regularized and removed using the 
approach developed by us in 2019—2020 

▸ SCET framework allows for resummation of all large logarithms 
based on RG equations (not discussed here) 

▸ at NLP several new soft functions appear — DAs and form factors — 
which so far have not been studied 

▸ expect that same soft functions will arise in NLP factorization 
theorems for other  decay amplitudes

𝒪(ΛQCD/mb)

B → M1 M2

Thank you!


